
C40 Vision
 Highest velocity, best accuracy, maximum safety 
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Today, Fidia C40 Vision™ is the most powerful numerical control for advanced 
CNC high speed multi axis milling applications, especially requested for 
aerospace and automotive industry.

The new C40 Vision™ hardware and software components have the highest-
level milling performance and accuracy in mould & dies, models, and 
aerospace component parts.

The multi-processor architecture managing user-interface, axis and tool path 
control, ViMill® real time anti-collision software all work together with the 
new milling path control feature Velocity Five, allowing the fastest machining 
speed and best quality surface.

The innovative ViMill® software and C40 Vision concept grants the safest 
milling conditions that are required on very complex parts machining. The 
software prevents any collision between tool, machine and the workpiece in 
real time, during milling operations, and in both Jog mode and part program 
execution mode.

Fidia CNC for high-end applications
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Fidia XPower™ full digital drives are state of the art for 
axes control technology. A wide range of power modules 
allows to drive the most advanced motors used on machine 
tools: brushless, linear and torque motors, synchronous and 
asynchronous electrospindles.

Fidia develops and manufactures the complete package 
of machine tools electronics, assuring performance, 
functionalities, and an efficient worldwide service.

Fidia expertise and competences represent the added value 
integrated in the supply, ensuring the investment’s validity 
in time.

XPower™: Fidia digital drives to enhance quality in 
High-Speed milling
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Functionalities for high quality needs  
on Fidia C40 Vision™

Fidia C40 Vision™ performs all different kind of machining in the most 
effective way, thanks to the wide range of available functions. The machine 
tool operators, as well as the CAM engineers, can easily assess the best 
approach to each machining functions, supported by a complete set of CNC 
features that allow the best flexibility and efficiency under any condition.

QQ Velocity Five: a totally new developed multi-axis trajectory control 
technology with dynamic selectable set of roughing and finishing 
parameters (DYNA) allow for executing the fastest and most accurate high 
quality surface parts.
QQ RTCP: Interpolated 5 axes machining with bi-rotary heads, roto-tilting 
tables and the combination of heads and tables. RTCP function and 
relevant parameters allow for smooth managing any type of continuous 
and indexed heads and tables.
QQ ViMill®: ViMill® software guarantees a very high standard of safe machining 
by checking any possible dangerous collision situation on real time look-
ahead mode. The ViMill® graphic simulation software will detect a future 
collision situation and a prompt Feed Hold will avoid any possible damage 
by stopping any further axis movements before the collision danger.
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QQ Machining from CAM: Fidia CNC is easily connectable to 
local networks for file and program sharing, which can even 
be uploaded via USB. Part programs execution is simplified 
through a friendly and shop floor oriented user-interface.
QQ On-board 2½D easy programming: ISOGRAPH™  
CAD/CAM, integrated in the CNC software, provides a wide 
range of 2½D toolpath programming functions. Specific easy 
to use cycles have been implemented for a broad range of 
basic machining: face milling, drilling, pocket machining.

Furthermore, several options are available for workpiece and 
tool measurement, volumetric compensation, monitoring 
external data, adaptive control and teleservice among others.
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Machining speed and accuracy of sculptured surfaces are the most known 
and appreciated features of Fidia CNC Numerical Controls.
Years of rigorous and close collaboration with top End Users and Machine 
Tools Builder has allowed Fidia to be on the leading edge in CNC’s technology 
of complex surface milling.

Fidia C40 Vision™ utilize the state of the art microprocessors and graphic 
processing microchips for ensuring the best result in both high speed 
machining and on real time graphic simulation anti collision software:

QQ The Mother Board on the CNC real time rack use Intel Core i3 processor 
for all the mathematical functions related to axis movements computation 
and machine PLC and Cycles functions. 

QQ The Mother Board on the CNC Front End use Intel Core i7 multi-core 
processor with Windows 7 - 64 bit Ultimate for the Operator User Interface 
and ViMill® real time anti-collision software. The i7 processor allows for 
large additional computing power and memory to host specific customer 
software.

High speed machining

FIDIA: protagonist in High Speed 
technology
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Acronym V5 has been created to represent the Velocity 
Five multi axis trajectory control technology. It is today’s 
most accurate and fastest technique for high dynamic 
simultaneous axes moving.

The mathematical algorithms of Velocity Five allow the 
computation of the optimal feed rate according to the 
given Part Program trajectories at any given instant time 
allowing for:

QQ Significant reduction of machining time in both 3 and 
5 axes.

QQ Faster and smoother machining of close points areas.

QQ Better surface quality due to the higher trajectory 
precision achieved.

QQ Uniform behavior of the machine tool in contiguous 
areas machined in opposite directions.

QQ Smoother changes in axis accelerations to increase 
critical mechanical component life.

QQ The Operator has the choise of using the milling 
strategy override provided by the DYNA parameter. 
The regulation range of such parameter between 50% 
and 150% allows a variation of machining dynamics 
conditions, balancing speed and accelerations with 
the aim of minimizing machining time and maximizing 
surface quality within the required tolerances.

Fidia - Velocity Five™

V5: smooth and uniform Axis movements resulting 
from new speed and acceleration algorithms 

V5: How to improve surface quality reducing 
milling time

Without V5

With V5
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RTCP 5 axes machining
The RTCP function is applied to bi-rotary heads and roto-tilting tables, allowing 
an on-board management of the tool length compensation. The RTCP function 
can execute the 5 axes part program regardless of the pivot, that will be read 
by the CNC from the tool table before executing the program itself.

RTCP characteristics:
QQ Tooltip speed control;

QQ Management of orthogonal, angular and offset spindle heads;

QQ Virtual RAM, enabling the management of a virtual axis oriented according 
to the tool, for “return to job” and oblique drilling operations;

QQ Rotation and/or translation on 5 axes;

QQ Rotation of the reference system (G194): applied to programmed 
movements and to those executed by jog and handwheel;

QQ TCPhs function (hyper smooth) reduces the sudden movements introduced 
from RTCP compensation in specific situations. The results in machine 
movements are smoother, which benefit the work-piece surface quality 
and the machine mechanical parts.

The RTCP function can also be used for 3-axes programs: orientating the head 
or table manually, the tool tip is maintained in contact with the part.

RTCP and HMS™

Combining the RTCP function with 
the HMS™ head calibration system 
is a winning and unique formula 
in 5-axis milling technology. This 
function has clear benefits for 
accuracy of movement at the tool 
tip and surprising milling results.
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Milling Head - HMS™ 
(Head Measuring System)

The HMS™ system is designed for measuring and compensating the 
mechanical inaccuracies of continuous and indexed bi-rotary heads and  
roto-tilting tables. HMS™ is managed by Fidia exclusive measurement 
software, equipped with 3 high precision displacements measuring devices 
and properly allocated to measure 3D volumetric errors. By processing 
incoming data in real time, the software is able to check and compensate for 
limited geometric error, avoiding costly mechanical corrective interventions.

HMS™ is a worldwide patented high-precision instrument offering an 
effective alternative to the traditional checking method using dial gauges. 
Main advantages are:

QQ Drastic reduction of checking time (less than an hour rather than an a day);

QQ Measurement of all head and/or table positions (not just orthogonal 
positions);

QQ Accurate measurement and setting of RTCP parameters;

QQ Accurate setting of correction values in the CNC RTCP Software 
Parameters.

Easy to install and use, HMS™ can be used by operators with no specific 
expertise. This means head geometry checks can be performed whenever 
necessary, avoiding lengthy and costly service interventions and reducing 
machine tool downtime. A full report is available at the end of the calibration 
cycle detailing the measurements made and the compensation values 
inserted. Errors are represented graphically for the best interpretation 
of head conditions and to assess the opportunity of scheduling a service 
intervention for the possibly worn mechanical parts. 
The HMS™ device is available in two different versions, standard and compact, 
in order to adapt to machine tool axes working travel for executing the cycles.

European patent No. 1549459
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ViMill® real-time 3D virtual collision look-ahead software effectively helps the 
machine operator in avoiding unforeseen and always very costly collisions.

While milling is in progress, ViMill® is monitoring any unexpected collision 
situation by graphically executing the actual milling process comfortably 
ahead in the part program future blocks.

For any axis movement that eventually implies a virtual collision between the 
moveable parts of the machine (tool, head, rotary table, etc.) and the work 
piece, a prompt Machine Feed Hold is executed. This allows the operator to 
evaluate the given danger and eventually correct the machining operation.

Additionally, ViMill® 3D anti-collision graphic software simulation is also active 
in JOG Mode, allowing a highly safe operation of manual axis displacements. 
This feature is of great support to the operator especially in the case of low 
reciprocal visibility of the tool, work piece or milling head.

Despite the safety provided by off-line part-program simulation software 
products, the actual machining conditions may vary due to the need of a 
changing variety of machining set-up. Some examples include different 
positioning of the workpiece, the off settings of tools or “return to job” and 
stop and go operations.
 
ViMill® acts like a safety guard of the machine: a 3D virtual reality “avatar“ 
focused on observing and safely controlling the resulting situations of the 
given milling toolpath in the proximate future. 

ViMill® - machining safety integrated 

ViMill®: Looking at the present with a 
glance in the future
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ViMill® - machining safety integrated 

ViMill® - Characteristics
QQ Interpretation of Fidia ISO language and syntactic check 
of the entire part program;

QQ Import of the machine tool model, allowing the machine 
tool structure kinematic simulation and the analysis of 
the interferences among fixed and moveable parts;

QQ Simulation of the whole machining task, checking axes 
limits and graphically showing the machining progress;

QQ Definition of an initial raw workpiece. It can be a basic 
geometric solid (cylinder, parallelepiped), or, when it is 
the result of a casting or previous machining, it can be 
imported as a STL file;

QQ Anytime saving of the milling simulation progress;

QQ Load and placing of fixturing models;

QQ Load and placing of the target reference model as it 
should be attained at the end of machining process;

QQ Simulation of the machining file in step-by-step mode, 
continuous up to the end mode, continuous up to a 
stop point set by the operator;

QQ Programmed movements simulation by MDI blocks;

QQ Collision avoidance between the machine tool elements 
(axes, head, guides, table, tool holder, tool…), the 
workpiece, the fixtures, even in automatic or manual 
mode;

QQ Machining result analysis: over/under removal rate;

QQ Comparison of the dynamic model (updated 
during simulation) and the target model, graphical 
representation through false colors.

ViMill®: Real time anti-collision both in file 
execution and manual movements

ViMill®: The future of on-line simulation

How? Thanks to the high powerful microprocessors of today and 
to a new Fidia software concept, (patent pending) FIDIA C40 
Vision is the first CNC capable of simultaneously controlling two 
identical machining process: the real one of the given machine 
and workpiece and its virtual graphic 3D mathematical model.

While the machine tool is executing the given machining task 
in the present time, the 3D virtual machine model works in the 
future, anticipating the actual machining part program by a 
comfortable number of blocks, allowing to detect in advance 
and subsequently avoid any unexpected collision.
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The FIDIA Integrated System
The design with two separate processors allows the interface operator and 
the central unit to deliver high milling performance in terms of quality and 
speed. In order to get the maximum performance, the power of the central 
unit based on Intel Core i3 processor is with Fidia XPower™ digital drives.
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ISOGRAPH™ is a 2½D Fidia CAD/CAM suited for workshop use with its 
highly innovative easy and intuitive user interface. The system is ideal for all 
those situations where basic machining has to be quickly programmed and 
executed, such as: pocket milling, face milling, profiling, drilling, boring and 
similarly.
The use of the softkeys and mouse makes it easily and immediately accessible 
to all operators, even those with no specific programming knowledge.

With ISOGRAPH™, the operator can:
QQ Define geometric elements and profiles thanks to the powerful and 
intuitive GRAPHICS EDITOR;

QQ Use the ISOGRAPH™ programming language to generate even very 
complex machining cycles;

QQ Import geometric elements written in the DWG and DXF formats;

QQ Generate tool paths with tool radius compensation on any plane;

QQ Generate paths for the automatic re-machining of residual material;

QQ Generate fixed drilling, tapping and boring cycles, also when repeated 
along pre-defined profiles;

QQ Generate complex cycles for the milling of pockets with rectangular, 
circular or generic profiles and slots;

QQ Generate face milling cycles.

Managing DXF Projects
Programming that starts from a drawing can introduce errors due to the 
misinterpretation of the drawing itself or to typing mistakes (e.g., 100 
program lines have to be written to drill 100 holes). Within ISOGRAPH™, the 
direct reading of DXF files allows avoiding such kind of errors and simplifies 
milling and drilling programming. 

The graphical interface allows managing DXF files by selecting the elements 
that need to be machined. As an example, for drilling operations, holes 
diameters can be specified, minimum and maximum diameters can be set, 
single elements can be excluded. After a selection is made, a fixed cycle is 
coupled to the holes and the drilling program is automatically generated. 
A similar approach can be applied to profiles by applying the ISOGRAPH™ 
radius compensation to the selected profile. The DXF drawing can be 
translated and rotated for placing the origin in the most suitable way.

ISOGRAPH™ - the Fidia 2½D CAD/CAM

ISOGRAPH™: 2D ½ on board CAD/CAM 

ISOGRAPH™: Easy pocketing 

ISOGRAPH™: Drilling on a DXF file
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3D files graphical visualisation
ISOGRAPH™ makes it is possible to simulate machining 
programs while graphically visualizing the tool path before 
and during the machining process.
An optimised visualisation of large files is available for a 
quick check of the tool path.

Main features are:
QQ Visualisation of the mathematical model overlapping 
the toolpath;

QQ Visualization of several path with different colors;

QQ Single vertex coordinate measurement function;

QQ Measurement of the distance between two points and 
of the angle between two segments for any loaded 
toolpath;

QQ ISO – DXF/DWG – IGES – STL – VDA – FS – PRJ format 
management.

IGES interface (optional)
Files can be imported in IGES format from which 2½D 
tool paths can be generated. For example: drilling cycles 
and pocket milling. For drilling and pocket milling, the 
associated geometric elements are interpreted with 
automatic recognition of the machining start and end 
values.
When milling pockets, any internal islands of material are 
detected and automatically excluded from the machining.
All machining operations can be executed on orthogonal 
planes and inclined planes.

ISOGRAPH™: Easy Drilling, tapping, boring

ISOGRAPH™: Easy complex cycles generation
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Forefront technology and equipment
Parameters and procedures

CAM programs are usually checked by the CAM departments. 
However, CAM may need to reprocess the milling program if there is a 
change of machine tool with axis exchange, different clearance position, new 
origins, or scaling needs.
With the Fidia CNC procedures, most modifications can be executed by the 
operator through specific parameters and functions, without changing the 
part programs themselves.
Procedures can be used for the creation of macros inside programs or for 
automatizing the sequence execution of files, resulting in maximum efficiency.

On line Help / Log file
All functions available on the numerical control, whether standard or optional, 
can be rapidly consulted by means of the on line Help. The log file records 
all events (messages, commands, etc.) sequentially to facilitate diagnostics, 
including remote diagnostics via Teleservice.

PROCEDURES: Flexibility in programs 
execution
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Forefront technology and equipment
Fidia CNC has been appreciated over the years for the high 
top-level performance as well as for the completeness of the 
proposed equipment. 
C40 Vision™ CNC is equipped with the most advanced 
performing hardware & software solutions available within 
industrial applications. The independent multi-processor 
architecture grants maximum process efficiency and speed. This 
assists in execution of any heavy programming or visualization 
task without jeopardizing the ongoing machining process.

Menu
The graphics environment is intuitive and easy to use, while the 
set up of operations on the numerical control is further facilitated.
Switching between different operating environments (CNC, 
ISOGRAPH™, ViMill®) allows the user to perform simultaneous 
tasks with complete safety.
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Reliable and easy to use
Operator functions

When an unexpected process interruption occurs, in any kind of 3 or 5 axes 
machining, even with continuous or indexed heads, C40 Vision offers specific 
functions for a quick and effective return to job:

QQ Automatic repositioning of the tool over the workpiece, in 3 and 5 axes, 
after a manual retract function;

QQ Tool translation along its axis during machining by means of the electronic 
handwheel (virtual RAM);

QQ Fast and flexible cycle restart with optional graphic re-execution and axis-
by-axis repositioning.

Extended tool table
The extended tool table allows defining up to 10000 tools identifiable with 
a 16 alphanumeric characters to be recalled by part program. The table 
can be customized including PLC managed fields and can be exported in 
standard Windows formats. The display of the table can be customized as 
well, selecting columns and defining rows sorting criteria. 
Tool table editing may be done either on the machine tool or externally. 
It can be transferred to the CNC via local network or USB from a Customer 
database or a tool identification system.
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Reliable and easy to use
Workpiece alignment 

Fidia’s Graphic workpiece alignment pages and functions 
support the operator in complex workpiece alignment 
operations by activating the proper rotations. Alignment cycles 
can be performed using digital probes or by the tool. In this 
case, points have to be acquired manually. Several cycles are 
foreseen, referred to the geometrical elements available on 
the workpiece: planes, holes, pins. On machine tools equipped 
with bi-rotary heads, rotations may be applied on rotary axes 
as well, so that, even in 5 axes paths, the tool keeps the proper 
orientation with respect to the workpiece.

WORK PIECE ALIGNEMENT: Fast and simple 
procedures
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Open CNC
Third parties applications

Since the first PC-based set-up, in 1995, the Fidia 
CNC has been open to any Windows-compliant 
application. Several types of third parties software 
have been installed over the years:

QQ CAD/CAM
QQ Measurement and testing
QQ Monitoring and reporting

With C40 Vision™’s powerful I7 processor, it 
is possible to develop dedicated and complex 
applications based on CORBA software interface. 
This can access CNC parameters and PLC registers 
via TCP/IP.

Software and Hardware updates
The CNC structure allows an easy and fast update 
of CNC software, ISOGRAPH™ and ViMill®.

Multiprocessor architecture allows the update 
and empowers the system through the partial or 
total replacement of the PC (memory, hard disks, 
adapters…) without modifying other components.
Therefore, it is possible to keep the CNC constantly 
up to date, implementing the most powerful 
hardware and software developments.

V5: Fastest velocity with best milling results 
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HPX21
Handheld pushbutton panel with handwheel, 
two potentiometers for feed and spindle rpm, 
16 configurable pushbuttons, 2 pushbuttons for 
handwheel resolution, display for axis position 
values, feed and spindle rpm. Available with a 
spiral cable (max. 4.5 meters) or a metal sheath 
cable with a length of either 8 or 13 meters.

HPJ21
Handheld pushbutton panel with handwheel, feed 
potentiometer, 3 pushbuttons for axis selection 
and handwheel resolution, 2 pushbuttons for axis 
movement in jog, HOLD and RELEASE buttons.
Available with a spiral cable (max. 4.5 meters) or a 
metal sheath cable with a length of either 8 or 13 
meters.

TMSC/U100
A laser device for tool measurement which 
measures the length, diameter and shape of 10 
different types of tool (spherical, toric, cylindrical, 
etc.).

Accessories
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Standard software
Fidia multi-axis trajectory control 
technology for optimal feed rate 
and acceleration control.

New advanced functions for fast and accurate 3 and 5-axes
machining. Ratio between feed rate an accuracy defined by user.

Axes compensations Axis positioning error and backlash compensation.

TCPPOS Tool Center Point compensation for indexed heads and virtual
quill management.

TCPROTP Tool Center Point compensation for rotary table (1 or 2 axes).

Interpolation Linear, circular, helical interpolation.

Coordinate transformation Program rotation, translation and scaling.

Multiple origins Up to 100 origins per axis.

Programming units Absolute and incremental programming in mm. or inches.

Fixed drilling cycles G82-G86 and G182-G186 cycles for drilling, boring, rigid tapping,
threading with vertical or inclined tool axis.

Tool radius compensation 2D tool radius compensation with interference control and 3D
compensation with P, Q, R programming vector.

CNC execution Continuous, block by block or MDI program execution.

Cycle restart Quick restart on the profile - Graphic restart with repositioning
axis by axis.

ISOGRAPH™ CAD/CAM 2½D graphic programming system including
complex cycles for roughing and finishing of pockets, profiling,

flattening, trochoidal machining, drilling and advanced 2D radius
compensation. The import of DXF files is included.

PROCEDURE  Data settings for automatic files sequence execution.

User interface languages Chinese, Czech, English, French, German, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Russian, Spanish.

C40

Real time rack processor intel Core i3

User processor intel Core i7

Interface Ports serial/parallel port - Ethernet - USB port

Graphic Board N-Vidia quadro K600

User Operative System Windows® 7 - 64 bit Ultimate

Monitor 19” TFT Touch Screen
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Optional software

ViMill® Real time simulation system for machine and part safety with
automatic detection of collisions.

RTCP - Tool Center Point 5 axes continuous dynamic RTCP compensation including virtual
quill function and Tool Coordinate System rotation.

Extended Tool Table Up to 10000 tools identifiable with a 16 characters name,
organized as a database for customized applications.

Tool Life Management Computation and check of the life for each tool defined in the
tool table with tool family management.

VAC - Volumetric Axes 
Compensation

Compensation of the machine axes positions in real time
according to a set of deviations measured on the machine:

positioning, straightness, squareness, yaw pitch, and roll errors.
All the deviations must be measured through high precision laser

equipment (laser tracer).

Workpiece alignment cycles Graphic interactive cycles for determining the roto-traslation of
the Reference System.

Teleservice Software application for remote service management. The HOST
package installed on the CNC can be connected to the REMOTE

configuration installed on a remote PC.

Measuring cycles Set of G cycles for measurement of dimensions and diameter in the 
cartesian planes. Measurement of points along the tool vector I, J, K.

HMS™ software Measuring cycles for HMS™ system for rotary axes of heads or
tables. Includes HEC function for static error compensation.

Working area limits The execution of the axes movements are limited by the specific
parameters. The limit can be applied on the programmed values

or on the axes positions.

Axes number Up to 32 axes can be controlled and up to 9 can be interpolated.

Axes management Axes type Gantry, tandem (2 or 3 motors), ant backlash, multiple,
rollover for rotative axes.

Corba interface Data acquisition from CNC on external server.
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